
OPENCOMM UC
BONE CONDUCTION STEREO BLUETOOTH® HEADSET 
WITH USB-A WIRELESS ADAPTER 



Price: $199.95 USD
Color: Black

A HEADSET FOR UNIFIED COMMUNICATION
DESIGNED FOR A BETTER WORK EXPERIENCE

OpenComm UC is designed to enhance your productivity
and efficiency at the office or when working from home. It
is PC compatible and works well with major communication 
platforms such as Zoom, Teams, Skype, and more. Designed 
to deliver superior communication, clarity, and a seamless 
user experience while not compromising on situational 
awareness, OpenComm UC is a must-have for your office.



 

T
OPEN-EAR DESIGN,
ALL-DAY COMFOR

OpenComm UC features a lightweight, flexible
frame and bud-free design with nothing inside or
over your ears for unrivaled, all-day comfort.



AWARENESS & CONNECTION

OpenComm UC delivers professional audio and
helps you stay connected to your colleagues while 
in the office. Designed to leave your ears open and 
maximize hands-free communication, OpenComm 
delivers unmatched awareness and outstanding 
call quality.



NOISE-CANCELING 
BOOM MICROPHONE

OpenComm UC features an adjustable DSP 
noise-canceling boom microphone that, when 
positioned near the mouth, eliminates 
background noise in a variety of workplace 
settings for clear communication in loud 
environments. As a result, OpenComm UC 
delivers premium sound quality coupled 
with clear audio transmission to ensure 
that conversations are at their most 
collaborative.  



If you are a Mac user (MacOS 10.15X system* or later), follow these instructions:

When you plug the adapter into your laptop for the first time, choose "Shokz Loop 100" as 
the default input and output devices in "Sound Preferences". For future use, you will not have 
to change settings manually.

*OpenComm UC currently does not support MacOS systems before MacOS 10.15X

COMPUTER FRIENDLY

A more seamless user experience is enabled
when OpenComm UC is connected to your
computer via our wireless adapter (AfterShokz
Loop 100, also sold separately). Just plug it in
and it's ready to go, with no manual settings
needed!



16 HOURS OF TALK TIME

Our efficient, high-powered battery comes with up to 16 hours of talk time or 
8 hours of listen time on a single charge for all-day communication. 
OpenComm UC also utilizes a Quick Charge feature: simply plug your headset
into its charger for 5 minutes to get up to 2 hours of talk time.



BLUETOOTH   5.0® 

OpenComm UC is able to establish a
strong, reliable connection to Bluetooth
devices via Bluetooth pairing.



Compatible configuration files

Maximum charging voltage

Speaker impedance

Wireless range

Frequency band

Battery

Talk time

Listen time

Standby time

Charge time

Weight

Warranty

Water resistant

Battery capacity

Maximum RF output power

Bluetooth® version

A2DP, AVRCP, HSP, HFP

5.25 volts

8.5Ω±20%

33feet(10m)

2402MHz～2480MHz

Lithium polymer battery

Up to 16 hours

Up to 8 hours

Up to 14 days

60 minutes

33 grams

2 years

IP55 rated

170mAh

4dBm

Bluetooth® 5.0

SPEC

Part number

Speaker type

Frequency response

Speaker sensitivity

Microphone sensitivity

C102

Bone conduction

20HZ-20KHZ

96±3 dB

-38dB±3dB



WHAT'S IN THE BOX

- OpenComm Bone Conduction 
   Stereo Bluetooth Headset
- Loop 100 USB-A Wireless Adapter
- Magnetic Induction Charger
- Hard Shell Carrying Case


